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Abstract—The method of molecular dynamics is used to investigate the stability and physical properties of

(CH4)i(H2O)n clusters. The possibility of methane molecules being absorbed by clusters containing ten and

twenty water molecules is demonstrated. Such clusters retain the thermodynamic stability when the number

of CH4 molecules they absorbed does not exceed six. The frequency dispersion of complex permittivity of

(CH4)i(H2O)n aggregates reflects the resonant behavior of polarizability depending on the applied electric

field. The dependence of the absorption coefficient α on the frequency of infrared radiation varies signifi-

cantly after even one CH4 molecule is absorbed by water clusters. The maximal value of α for water aggre-

gates which absorbed CH4 molecules is much lower than the respective value for pure water clusters of

appropriate size. 

INTRODUCTION 

Important information about the structure, dynam-

ics, and chemical bonds of molecules may be obtained

on the basis of the data on infrared spectroscopy

which was used in [1] to study molecular complexes

with combined use of lasers and molecular beam tech-

nology. Direct measurements of the absorption coeffi-

cient involve transmitting a laser ray through a molec-

ular beam and recording the absorption of laser radia-

tion at different frequencies. A signal which corre-

sponds to the decrease in the laser beam intensity is

given by the expression [2] 

,  (1) 

where I0 is the intensity of laser radiation, α is the

absorption coefficient, and L is the path length over

which the radiation interacts with the substance being

investigated. The sensitivity of this method is limited

by the detector noise and amplitude fluctuations

developed by the laser. 

Characteristic frequencies of oscillation in the

absorption spectrum α(ω) correspond to certain

bonds, to groups of bonds in a molecule, and to a cer-

tain spatial structure of a molecule. Such frequencies

enable one to draw inferences about the structure of

molecules [3]. A simple example of the impact made

by rotation of a molecule on its spectrum is provided

by methane molecule which has tetrahedral equilibri-

um geometry in the ground state and is characterized

by the absence of dipole moment. The distortion,

which arises during rotation of this molecule, leads to

the emergence of nonzero dipole moment, and the

CH4 molecule acquires a rotational spectrum.

Because of the small mass of hydrogen atoms, the fre-

quencies of stretching vibrations of the C–H bond are

in the range of 3000–3500 cm
–1

 [3]. The frequencies

of variation of H–C–H angles are about 1400 cm
–1

,

the average valence frequency of water molecule

is 3700 cm
–1

, and the deformation frequency is

1600 cm
–1

. In the Earth atmosphere, the “spherical

top” of CH4 is recorded most clearly in the vicinity of

the frequency of 3062 cm
–1

 [4]. The water molecule is

an asymmetric top with a very rich absorption spec-

trum from the far infrared to visible. Note that the

rotation is not necessarily accompanied by the emer-

gence of an infrared absorption band. The absorption

occurs only when the rotation leads to a variation of

δI I0 αL–( )exp=
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the charge distribution within the molecule. In con-

densed systems (with which clusters may be classed),

spectra are induced owing to intermolecular interac-

tions, which are associated with dipole transitions for-

bidden by the selection rules for isolated molecules

[5]. In the long-wave IR regions, translational spectra

are located which represent a special type of induced

spectra. The translational absorption is associated

with a dipole moment arising as a result of deforma-

tion of electron shells in collisions. For the majority of

nonpolar molecules, the induced translational and

rotational spectra are located in one and the same fre-

quency range and cannot be observed separately [5].

In the case of bulk water, it is assumed that motions

with a frequency less than 1200 cm
–1

 correspond

to molecular vibrations, and frequencies above

1200 cm
–1

 describe largely intramolecular vibrations

[6]. As a rule, the induction interaction is treated with-

in the dipole interaction. This interaction is attractive.

The induction energy is always negative and aniso-

tropic, because it depends on the direction of dipole

moment and on the direction of applied field. 

In a linear approximation, the electric induction

vector D is determined in terms of the electric field

vector E using the coefficient ε (permittivity). The

treatment of the time dependence of the system reac-

tion [7] defines the need to introduce the complex per-

mittivity. 

The method of molecular dynamics enables one to

calculate the IR spectra of systems formed by polar

molecules. The IR spectra are used to determine the

system dynamics. If it turns out that the dynamics of

molecules in clusters and in massive substance are by

and large identical, systems containing only several

molecules may be used for detailed investigation of

the dynamic properties of this substance. Water is of

great interest for the purposes of investigation,

because it exhibits unique physical properties and is a

model liquid with hydrogen bonds. In spite of the fact

that the physical properties of water are intensively

investigated using the methods of computer modeling,

the microscopic dynamics of H2O have been investi-

gated inadequately. Only isolated studies are known

dealing with molecular-dynamic calculation of IR

spectra of water clusters [8] and water aggregates

containing molecules of greenhouse gases (CO2,

N2O) [9]. 

Both water vapor and methane are among the most

significant greenhouse gases which retain heat in the

Earth atmosphere. The main contribution to the green-

house effect is made by atmospheric water vapor. The

methane fraction among other gases in the greenhouse

effect (disregarding H2O vapors) is estimated at 7.2%

[10]. The bulk of atmospheric water vapor is located

in the lower part of the atmosphere (troposphere) [11].

The capacity of water droplets moving in the tropo-

sphere to absorb impurity is known [12]. The optical

effect associated with the clusterization of water

vapor has not been investigated. 

It is our objective to study the thermodynamic sta-

bility and time dispersion of complex permittivity of

(H2O)n and (CH4)i(H2O)n clusters, as well as to inves-

tigate the absorption spectra of these aggregates under

conditions which are characteristic of the troposphere.

COMPUTER MODEL 

Water clusters are modeled using the TIP4P

refined interaction potential for water and a rigid four-

center model of H2O molecule [13]. The geometry of

this molecule corresponds to the experimental data on

the bond distances of molecule in the gas phase [14].

Fixed charges (see table) are ascribed to H atoms and

to point M lying on the bisectrix of angle HOH at a

distance of 0.0215 nm from the oxygen atom. The val-

ues of charges and the position of point M are selected

so as to reproduce the experimentally obtained values

of dipole and quadrupole moments [15, 16], as well as

the dimer energy obtained in calculations ab initio and

characteristic distances in the dimer [17]. The param-

eters of the Lennard–Jones potential introduced for

taking short-range interactions into account are

ascribed to the oxygen atom. Related to point M in

Parameters of the potential and geometry of H2O and CH4

molecules 

H2O CH4

Parameters Values Parameters Values

σ, nm 0.3234 σ, nm 0.3817

ε, eV 0.007935 ε, eV 0.0128067

rOH, nm 0.09572 rCH, nm 0.1091

ΔHOH, deg. 104.52 ΔHCH, deg. 109.3

qO, e 0 qH, e 0.116

qH, e 0.5190 qC, e –0.464

qM, e –1.0380

d, D 1.848 d, D 0

α, 1.4440 α, 2.6A°
3

A°
3
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addition to the electric charge is the polarizability

which is required for the description of nonadditive

polarization energy. 

The total energy of interaction between water mol-

ecules is written as 

,  (2) 

where the pair-additive part of the potential is the sum

of Lennard-Jones and Coulomb interactions, 

. (3)

Here rij is the distance between points i and j, q is

the charge, and σ and ε are parameters of the Len-

nard–Jones potential. 

The nonadditive polarization energy is defined by

the relation 

,  (4) 

where  is the electric field intensity at point i pro-

duced by fixed charges located in the system, 

,  (5) 

and di is the induced dipole moment of atom i, 

,  (6) 

where 

.  (7) 

Here, Ei is the intensity of total electric field at the

center of atom i, α is the atomic polarizability, and Tij

is the dipole tensor, 

.  (8) 

The standard iterative procedure is used at every

time step to calculate induced dipole moments [13].

The accuracy of determination of di is preassigned in

the range of 10
–5

–10
–4

 D. 

The interaction between CH4 and H2O molecules

was calculated by an identical scheme, i.e., using for-

mulas (2)–(8). The potential functions used in this

case are represented in detail in [18]. The parameters

of the potential functions are given in the table. Indi-

vidual components of the additive part of the poten-

tial, which describes the interaction of molecules in

the model, are given in Fig. 1. The Lennard–Jones

potential for the improved TIP4P model [13] of water

(curve 1) has a somewhat deeper potential well than

the potential of the previous model [19]. The location

of the potential minimum is defined by the distance

rmin = 2
1/6σ1 = 0.363 nm. The LD component of the

potential characterizing the interaction between CH4

molecules (curve 2) has a still deeper potential well,

2 4 6 8 r, nm

–0.010
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0
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Φ, eV

1 23

2 4 6 8 r, nm

0

2

4
4

5

Φ, eV

Fig. 1. (1–3) The Lennard–Jones and (4, 5) the
Coulomb potentials, which represent the additive
part of interactions: (1) H2O–H2O, (2) CH4–CH4,

(3) H2O–CH4, (4) C–O, (5) C–H in (CH4)i(H2O)n

clusters. 
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Fig. 2. The configuration of (CH4)3(H2O)10 clus-

ter, which corresponds to the time instant of
20 ps. 
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and the location of the minimum is given by rmin =

= 0.428 nm. The parameters of the LD component of

the potential function describing the interactions of

CH4 molecules with H2O are determined as σ3 =

= (σ1 + σ2)/2 and . The profile of this

function takes the intermediate position between

curves 1 and 2. The potentials of Coulomb interaction

between a carbon atom and atoms of water molecules

are shown in the inset of Fig. 1 (curves 4 (C–O) and 5

(C–H)). The carbon atom in the CH4 molecule has a

negative electric charge. 

Figure 2 gives the configuration of (CH4)9(H2O)10

cluster, which relates to the time instant of 20 ps. The

stratification of molecules of different sorts is

observed in this aggregate, namely, ten H2O mole-

cules along with three CH4 molecules take up one part

of space, and six CH4 molecules take up the other part.

It will be shown below that such a structure is thermo-

dynamically unstable. 

A CH4 molecule is shaped as a tetrahedron with a

carbon atom at the center and hydrogen atoms at the

vertexes. This molecule has rotoflection tetrad axes

[20]. The parameters which preassign the geometry of

CH4 molecule [21] and its physical properties [18] are

given in the table. 

The Gear method of the fourth order [22] was used

to determine the trajectories of the centers of mass of

molecules. The integration time step Δt was 10
–17

 s.

First, in a molecular-dynamic calculation with a dura-

tion of 2×10
6
 Δt, the equilibrium state at T = 233 was

prepared for water clusters which contained no impu-

rity molecules. The water cluster configuration relat-

ing to the instant of time of 20 ps was subsequently

used as the initial configuration for modeling the

(CH4)i(H2O)n system. The CH4 molecules being add-

ed were first arranged such that the least distance

between atoms in methane molecule and atoms of

water molecules would be at least 0.6 nm. The CH4

molecules were initially arranged in two ways. When

the number of CH4 molecules being added did not

exceed six, the impurity molecule was arranged such

that its triad would coincide with the ray connecting

the center of mass of (H2O)n cluster to the center of

mass of this molecule. In so doing, the hydrogen

atoms which belonged to the base of tetrahedral mol-

ecule (triangular pyramid) were closer to the center of

mass of (H2O)n cluster than the hydrogen atoms at the

vertex of the pyramid. The rays were provided by the

axes of Cartesian coordinates whose center 0 was

coincident with the cluster center of mass. In the case

of more than six CH4 molecules, the center of the sev-

enth and subsequent molecules coincided with a bcc-

lattice site spaced at a distance of at least 0.5 nm from

atoms of the molecules closest to this site (H2O and

CH4). One such lattice site was coincident with the

center of mass of (H2O)n cluster. The orientation of

the molecules located at bcc-lattice sites was arbitrary.

The cut-off radius of all interactions in the model was

0.9 nm. The newly formed system was balanced dur-

ing the time interval 0.6×10
6Δt, and then the neces-

sary physicochemical properties were calculated dur-

ing the interval 2×10
6Δt. The Rodriguez–Hamilton

parameters [23] were used to derive the analytical

solution of equations of motion for molecular rotation,

and the scheme of integration of the equation of

motion in the presence of rotations corresponded to

the approach suggested by Sonnenschein [24]. 

The results of molecular-dynamic calculations

involving the use of various empirical potentials do

not yet enable one to draw a conclusion as to which

structure of (H2O)20 cluster corresponds to the mini-

mal energy. Fanourgakis et al. [25] performed high-

level ab initio calculations to demonstrate that the

structure of (H2O)20 cluster, which is most advanta-

geous energetically, is formed on the basis of a pen-

tagonal prism (Utot = –(899.4–911.5) kJ/mol) rather

than a dodecahedron (–837.0 kJ/mol) or fused cubes

(–889.3 kJ/mol). The internal energy of structure

of (H2O)20 cluster in the model presented by us is

–836.0 kJ/mol. 

The calculations were performed in a Pentium-IV

computer with a clock frequency of the processor of

1.8 GHz. A calculation with a duration of 10
6Δt for

cluster of 30 molecules required about 70 hours of

computer time. 

SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF (H
2
O)

n
 

AND (CH
4
)
i
(H

2
O)

n
 CLUSTERS 

The total dipole moment of cluster is preassigned

in the form 

, 

ε3 ε1ε2=

M t( ) di t( )
i 1=

N

∑=
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where di(t) is the dipole moment of molecule i, and N

is the number of molecules in the cluster. 

The static permittivity ε0 was calculated in terms

of fluctuations of the total dipole moment [26], 

. 

We introduce the Fourier–Laplace transform of the

function f in terms of the relation 

and normalized autocorrelation function M using the

equality 

. 

The frequency dependence of permittivity is repre-

sented in the form of complex quantity ε(ω) =

= ε′(ω) – ε″(ω) with the real part ε′(ω) (dielectric dis-

persion) and imaginary part ε″(ω) which characterizes

dielectric loss. The correlation between the frequen-

cy-dependent permittivity and the Fourier–Laplace

transform for the time derivative of the function Φ is

defined by the relation [26]

. 

The quantity ε0 is found in terms of the function

ε(ω): ε0 = ε(0). 

A molecule may absorb electromagnetic waves of

certain frequency only in the case where the dipole

moment of the molecule performs vibrations with the

same frequency. The absorption coefficient is propor-

tional to the square of the amplitude of vibration of the

dipole moment. The absorption of radiation on fre-

quency ω at thermodynamic equilibrium in the gas

phase with temperature T is characterized by the

absorption coefficient α. The quantity α may be rep-

resented in terms of the imaginary part of the frequen-

cy-dependent permittivity ε(ω) in the form [27] 

, 

where c is the velocity of light. 

CALCULATION RESULTS 

The thermodynamic stability of water clusters

which absorbed CH4 molecules was investigated

using the criterion [28] 

.  (9) 

The dependence of excess free energy ΔG, chemi-

cal potential μ, and stability coefficient (∂μ/∂i)P, T on

the number i for (CH4)i(H2O)10 clusters is given in

Fig. 3. The value of ΔG (curve 1) decreases rapidly

with i varying from zero to four, and passes a shallow

minimum in the neighborhood of i = 5 and a sloping

maximum at i = 8. The chemical potential μ increases

with i and decreases again starting with i = 7. At i ≥ 6,

(∂μ/∂i)P, T < 0, i.e., criterion (9) predicts that (H2O)10
cluster is stable relative to the absorption of CH4 mol-

ecules up to the increase in its size by six CH4 mole-

cules. As to large-size clusters, (CH4)i(H2O)20 aggre-

gates which add more than six CH4 molecules turn out

to be thermodynamically unstable. 

The variation of energy Ea–a of interaction

between CH4 molecules in (CH4)i(H2O)10 and

(CH4)i(H2O)20 clusters is given in Fig. 4. Up to i = 4,

the CH4–CH4 interaction in clusters of both types is

very weak. This is associated with the initial symmet-

ric arrangement of CH4 molecules around water clus-

ters, when all CH4 molecules were wide apart. While

the distance between C and O atoms in the initial con-

figurations of aggregates containing up to six CH4

molecules was 0.613 nm, the distance between C and

C atoms was 1.477 nm, i.e., exceeded the cut-off radi-

us of all interactions. So long as the number of CH4

molecules was less than four (i ≤ 4), the distances

between them did not exceed the location of minimum

ε0 1
4ρ

3VkT
-------------- M2〈 〉 M〈 〉 2–[ ]+=

Liω f[ ] t iωt–( )expd( )f t( )

0

∞

∫=

Φ t( ) M 0( ) M t( )⋅〈 〉 / M2〈 〉=

Liω Φ–[ ]
ε ω( ) 1–

ε0 1–
---------------------- 1 iωLiω Φ[ ]–= =

α ω( ) 2
ω
c
---- Im ε ω( )1 2/[ ]=

∂μ/∂i( )P T,  > 0
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3
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ΔG, μ, dμ/di, eV

Fig. 3. (1) The excess free energy ΔG, (2) the
chemical potential μ, and (3) the stability coeffi-
cient (∂μ/∂i)P, T as functions of the number of

CH4 molecules in (CH4)i(H2O)10 clusters. 
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for the potential describing their interaction. The

addition of a fifth CH4 molecule to the clusters is

accompanied by a significant decrease in energy Ea–a.

In clusters of both types, the initial decrease in energy

Ea–a occurs until six CH4 molecules are added to the

clusters. Further pattern of the dependence Ea–a(i) dif-

fers for (CH4)i(H2O)10 and (CH4)i(H2O)20 clusters.

For clusters of the former type, the dependence Ea–a(i)

(curve 1) passes a sloping maximum (i = 7) and a min-

imum (i = 8), and increases rapidly when a ninth CH4

molecule is added to the cluster. This high value is

retained up to i = 11. For clusters of the latter type, the

dependence Ea–a(i) (curve 2) reaches a local maxi-

mum at i = 7 and deep minimum at i = 9. 

The frequency dependences of the real and imagi-

nary parts of permittivity for (CH4)i(H2O)20 clusters

with i = 1, 4, and 8 are given in Fig. 5. One can see that

the values of both the real and imaginary parts of ε(ω)

decrease as CH4 molecules are added to a water clus-

ter. The form of dependences ε′(ω) and ε″(ω) corre-

sponds to the process of transition to polarization in

time. The dying oscillation of the polarization vector

P is defined as resonant and corresponds to the behav-

ior of the functions ε′(ω) and ε″(ω) shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5b makes it possible to obtain information

about frequencies which are active in IR absorption.

The frequency characteristic of IR absorption varies

insignificantly with the size of (CH4)i(H2O)20 clusters

because of absorption of CH4 molecules and is

270 cm
–1

 at i = 1 and 260 cm
–1

 at i = 4 and 8. 

The frequency dependence of the absorption coef-

ficient α(ω) of (CH4)i(H2O)20 clusters with i = 1, 5,

and 9 is compared to the function α(ω) for (H2O)20

cluster and to the respective experimentally obtained

dependence for bulk water [29] in Fig. 6. One can see

in Fig. 6 that the form of the function α(ω) varies sig-

nificantly after even one CH4 molecule is absorbed by

water cluster. Further increase in the number of mole-

cules being absorbed leads to a more intensive

decrease in α(ω) in the frequency range under consid-

eration (0 ≤ ω ≤ 1000 cm
–1

). The IR radiation in the

frequency range 540 ≤ ω ≤ 800 cm
–1

 is not at all

absorbed by clusters which absorbed at least one CH4

molecule. The reaction of (H2O)20 cluster to an elec-

tric field which is uniform in space and variable in

time is most effective on frequencies ω1 = 721 cm
–1

and ω2 = 1037 cm
–1

. The α(ω) spectrum for bulk

water exhibits a higher intensity than the similar dis-

102 4 6 8 i

–0.4

–0.2

1

2

0

Ea–a, eV

Fig. 4. The energy of CH4–CH4 interaction as a

function of the number of methane molecules in
(1) (CH4)i(H2O)10 and (2) (CH4)i(H2O)20 clusters.
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Fig. 5. The frequency dependence of the (a) real
and (b) imaginary parts of permittivity of
(CH4)i(H2O)20 clusters: (1) i = 1, (2) 4, (3) 8. 
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tribution for clusters. In the case of bulk water, the

main frequencies of absorption of IR radiation may al-

so be identified: ω1 = 200 cm
–1

 and ω2 = 700 cm
–1

.

(CH4)i(H2O)20 clusters exhibit one characteristic fre-

quency of absorption of IR radiation. When the

number of molecules CH4 in a cluster is i = 1, this fre-

quency is 370 cm
–1

, and for i = 5 and 9 it is 340 cm
–1

.

The increase in the absorption coefficient of

(CH4)i(H2O)20 clusters with frequency at ω ≥

≥ 800 cm
–1

 (see Fig. 6) infers that the α(ω) spectrum

of these aggregates continues to the frequency range

with ω > 1000 cm
–1

. However, for correctly determin-

ing the dependence α(ω) in this range of values of (ω),

it is necessary to explicitly include the intramolecular

vibrations. 

The frequency ω
α

, which corresponds to the max-

imal values of the coefficient α for (H2O)i,

(CH4)i(H2O)10, and (CH4)i(H2O)20 clusters, is given

in Fig. 7a. One can see that small clusters of pure

water with the number of molecules 2 ≤ i ≤ 11 have the

fundamental frequencies of absorption of IR radiation

in the range 690 ≤ ω
α

 ≤ 990 cm
–1

. The clusters, whose

size increased owing to the absorption of CH4 mole-

cules, are characterized by significantly lower funda-

mental frequencies of absorption, namely, 320 ≤ ω
α

 ≤

≤ 380 cm
–1

. In so doing, a smoother ω
α

(i) dependence

is observed for clusters with ten water molecules. In

this case, ω
α

 decreases rapidly with the number i var-

ying from unity to three and, at i > 3, fluctuates weak-

ly in the vicinity of 335 cm
–1

. For (CH4)i(H2O)20

clusters, ω
α

 passes a maximum at i = 2 and then, at

i > 3, fluctuates from the average value (335 cm
–1

)

with a deviation of 5 cm
–1

. A variation with the

number i of the absorption coefficient αmax corre-

sponding to the principal maximum of the function

α(ω) for (H2O)i, (CH4)i(H2O)10, and (CH4)i(H2O)20

clusters is given in Fig. 7b. One can see that the values

of αmax for the smallest (2 ≤ i ≤ 11) clusters of water

are higher than the respective characteristics for all

clusters considered here, including the largest aggre-

gates (CH4)i(H2O)20. Up to the addition of six CH4

molecules (i = 6), the values of αmax for

0

0.5

1.0

1.5

4.0

α, 104 m–1
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ω, cm–1
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3
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5
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Fig. 6. The absorption coefficient α determined in
terms of frequency-dependent permittivity for
(CH4)i(H2O)20 clusters at: (1) i = 0, (2) 1, (3) 5,

(4) 9, (5) experimentally obtained α(ω) spectrum
for bulk water [29]. 
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Fig. 7. (a) The frequency corresponding to the
maximal value of the absorption coefficient and
(b) the maximal values of the absorption coeffi-
cient α of the clusters as functions of the number
of molecules i (H2O or CH4) in (1) (H2O)i, (2)

(CH4)i(H2O)10, and (CH4)i(H2O)20 clusters. 
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(CH4)i(H2O)20 clusters are higher than those for

(CH4)i(H2O)10 aggregates. However, at i ≥ 8, the val-

ue of αmax for small clusters becomes higher than that

for large clusters. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have demonstrated that water clusters contain-

ing 10 and 20 molecules may absorb up to six mole-

cules of methane while remaining stable. The pattern

of interaction between CH4 molecules depends both

on the number of absorbed molecules of methane and

on the number of water molecules in clusters. The cal-

culated frequency dispersion of permittivity exhibits a

resonant pattern. Hence follows that the interaction

between electromagnetic wave and dipole moment of

(CH4)i(H2O)n clusters likewise proceeds by the reso-

nant mechanism. A significant feature of resonance

exchange in wave processes is that the mean probabil-

ity of exchange increases with temperature [30].

Indeed, the pattern of resonant interaction largely

depends on the ratio between the period of exchange

1/Ω and time of interaction τ. The transfer of the elec-

tromagnetic wave energy is realized under conditions

of Ωτ << 1. The temperature dependence of probabil-

ity of transition is defined by the behavior of (Ωτ)
2
 as

a function of temperature. The time of interaction is

preassigned by the size of cluster. In the process under

consideration, this time may be taken to be independ-

ent of temperature, while Ω ~ kT. 

The dissolution of nonpolar or weakly polar sub-

stances in water leads to the effect of “mutual relaxa-

tion” [31]. The interaction between CH4 molecules is

largely caused by dispersion Van der Waals forces and

is weaker than the interaction in the case of highly

polar dipole substances such as water. The “relaxa-

tion” effect is found in water clusters containing CH4

molecules. 

After water clusters absorb at least one methane

molecule, the frequency dependence of absorption

coefficient varies significantly. The number of maxi-

ma in the α(ω) dependence is reduced from two to

one; this is accompanied by a decrease in the frequen-

cy that is most active in the absorption of IR radiation.

An analogy is observed with the infrared absorption

spectrum of xenon hydrate [32] obtained using high-

resolution experimental equipment. The far infrared

region of this spectrum contains a wide absorption

band in the range between 100 and 330 cm
–1

 with a

maximum at 235 cm
–1

. The translational motion of

water molecules predominates in this region. Tse and

Klein [32] note that the frequencies which character-

ize the motion of xenon atoms are lower than the fre-

quencies which correspond to translational motions of

methane in a similar structure I of methane hydrate.

After the absorption of methane molecules by water

clusters, the intensity of IR radiation absorbed by

them with a frequency ω ≤ 800 cm
–1

 decrease signifi-

cantly. 

In time, a cluster may grow to a microdroplet. In

this case, the highly curved surface on the droplet-air

interface acts as a lens, i.e., it focuses the radiation

incident on some small region within the droplet. In

other words, a temperature field with a high gradient

arises in the inner region of the droplet, the so-called

hot spot. In this case, the probability of emergence of

nonlinear optical processes increases. 
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